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Staff and community members met to brainstorm themes and trail names for each system.  This 
was very influential and helped identify the history and character intrinsic to each trail region.  It 
was also useful because it helped identify what could be told as stories for interpretive anecdotes 
along the trails.
New trails should use the theme to help establish a name for that trail to reinforce the identity of 
that trail system.

Trail Naming
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Original Pocahontas Trails
Native American Themed

Trail No.  Region Name  

19, 56-59  The Village 
1-10, 27, 42  Circle of Stones 
13, 29, 31, 35, 37, 39 Cherokee's Feather 
70-80   Arrowhead 
4, 5, 6   The Corn Maize 
26   Crab Apple Alley 
28   Handkerchief Holler 
89   Buffalo Lick 
14   Sacred Sol 
25   Paintlick Ridge 
16   Iron Bear 
22   Thunderbird 
17   Tomahawk Gap 
97   Benge's Revenge 
90   Chiefs Climb 
18   The Indian Way 
   Yuchi View 
   Woodland Battle Overlook 

Coal Canyon Trails
Coal Culture Themed

Trail No.  Region Name

12   Carbine Lane 
90, 98, 97  Black Damp 
Southern region Gob Pile 
67, 59, 57  Black Jack 
Southwest region Sunset Holler 
48   Brow Bolter 
102   Sump Hole 
21   Slab Rock  
40   Kettle Bottom 
29   Blind Mule 
49   Swayback  
10   Coal Chute 
20   Mountain Bump 
10   Elk Lick 
2   Wild Rose Run 
7   Singing Cannary 
55   Widow Kennedy 
14   The Crackler 
3   Pickaxe 
   Hagey Hideaway 
   Meditation Point 

Ridgeview Trails
Frontier and Timber Themed

Trail No.  Region Name

101   Longshot 
501   Powderhorn 
1   Log Cabin Lane 
21, 53, 51, 29  Coonskin Hat 
NW region  Lumberjacks's Axe 
9   Stanley Holler 
49   Clear Cut Crossing 
37   Fighting Dick 
25   Yee Haul 
40   Wagon Wheel 
47   Buried Hachet 
30   Skid Row 
67   Saw Mill Hill 
59   The Frying Pan  
10   Witten's Way 
31   Lonesome Davy 
15   Boone Blvd 
33   The Wilderness Trail 
3   Gist Gap 
   Muskett Tip 

Mountain View Trails
Wildlife and Vegetation Themed

Trail No.  Region Name

1   Lost Bull Run 
NE region  Antler Valley 
74   Black Bear Pass 
17   Bear Tooth 
29   Yogi's Revenge 
28   Laurel Lane 
80   Apple Latch 
14   Honey Pot 
5   Sugar Maple Branch  
4   Copperhead Road 
16   Sandy Ridge 
19   Tree Swallow Holler 
15   Warbler Way 
12   Eagles Landing 
26   Screech Owl 
22   Blue Heron  
Trail 10 overlook Lawson Holler Overlook 
   Woodbooger Hideaway  



Stone Mountain Trails
Moonshine and Bluegrass Themed

Trail No.  Region Name

2, 10   White Lightning 
99   Copper Coil  
4   Flame thrower 
15   Fiddler's Fingers 
14   Banjo Bender 
99   Bootlegger Blvd 
8   Radiator Whiskey 
5   Mule Kicker 
3   Happy Sally 
11   Outlaw Lot 
22   Ralph Stanley's Strings 
1   Crooked Neck 
20   Railroaders Yodel 
87   Lonesome Carl Clearing 
   Powell River Overlook (replacing Buzzard's Roost) 
   Sunset Overlook 
   Stone Face Overlook 
   Stateline Overlook (replacing steps overlook) 
   Pennington Gap Overlook 
   Black Mountain Overlook 
   High Spirits (ladder overlook) 
   Coal Tunnel Overlook 
   Wallen Creek Access Points 

Jawbone Trails
Coal Seams and Geologic Themed

Trail No.  Region Name
   
   Coal Crusher 
   Jewell Ridge 
   Wilder Way 
   Deep Seam 
   Jewell Ridge 
   Squire Jim's Pocket 
   Cooper's View 
   Boissevain's Fault 
   Red Ash Alley 
   Raven Run 
   Big Vein 
   Drill Clinch 
   Limestone Lane 
   Sandstone Slip 
   Bituminous Blast 
   Pebble Pass 
   Anthracite Bite 
   Shale Shocker 

Dungannon Equestrian Trail
Irish Themed

Trail No.  Region Name 

   Hagen Spur 
   Flannary Flank 
   Golden Pot 
   Emerald Isle 
   Rainbow Run 
   Dublin Luck 
   Eire Meadow  

Haysi to Breaks Equestrian Trail
Frontier Themed

Trail No.  Region Name 
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Wayfinding and Placemaking Character
What was gathered from the trail naming and theme brainstorm 
helped inspire the wayfinding character.  

The style is a rustic, raw natural material, bold and bulky, with influ-
ences from the National Park sign system, native American refer-
ences, and some industrial influences.  All strengthening the rugged, 
outdoor appeal.

General Guidelines for Wayfinding Locations and Sign Types

Design considerations took into account not only visual appeal, read-
ability, and safety, but also ease of constructability, whether a con-
tractor could build, or Spearhead staff could build and install, longev-
ity, affordability, and maintenance.

The illustration below indicates where types of signs are to gener-
ally be located within each trail system.  The sign types are further 
described in detail in the following pages.
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Highway Sign
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Each trail system to have a MUTCD convential road sign identifying the 
trail head location.  This sign shall conform to MUTCD Standards for 
size, material, colors, font, and location in the right of way.  The illustra-
tion to the right conforms to the standards for Conventional Roads.

The following regulations to be used for reference:
2009 Edition of MUTCD Standards, Chapter 2D Guide Signs - Convention-
al Roads.
Virginia Supplement to the 2009 MUTCD Standards, Section 2A, Sections 
2D, and Section 2M.
VDOT 2016 Road and Bridge Standards, STP-1
VDOT Virginia Standard Highway Signs Guidelines, 2011 Edition, Revision 
1 - March 2015
VDOT Traffic Engineering Design Standards and Guidelines, Chapter 3 - 
Signing and Pavement Markings

Highway Sign

Highway Signs designed to highway regulations are 
intended to alert the user of the trailhead up 
ahead.  These are intended to use the “Recreation 
Brown” color with the most current highway font 
style.  Generally these can be located within 1 
mile of the trailhead entrance.
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This sign is structurally framed by 2 extra large wood log timbers with 
a central high pressure laminate panel.  Sign panel is double sided with 
duplicate content on both sides.  The sign panel has the logo of the trail 
system, the Spearhead Logo, and an optional outdoor graphic.  The base 
is 2 square, rough cut timbers.  

Several large to medium boulders can be placed on either side of sign 
adding to the visual appeal and complement to the rugged, natural sur-
rounding landscape.  Entire sign would be constructed on a reinforced 
concrete footing as designed by a licensed structural engineer.

Trail System Entrance SignThe main entrance sign establishes the look or 
character of the spearhead trails.  The logs 
should be big, representing the bold, and rugged 
appeal of the natural resources.  Boulders should 
be large to complement the scale of the sign.  

Extra large debarked timber 
log

Large stone boulders

6x6 rough cut timber

Medium debarked timber log

High Pressure Laminate sign panel

12x12 rough cut timber
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This sign is structurally framed by 2 large log timbers and smaller logs 
for the roof structure.  A high pressure laminate sign panel would be 
double sided; the front, facing the parking lot would have the trail sys-
tem map, the Spearhead logo, the trail system logo, the rules of the trail, 
and highlight the features on the trail.  The highlighted features may 
include a bit of history or anecdote relative to that particular trail system 
area.  

The back would have a larger map of the other trail systems in the region 
and a list of nearby attractions and destinations, such as food, hospitali-
ty, fuel, and retail services.

Trail System Kiosk Once a user parks and unloads, they can visual-
ly see the trail system kiosk at edge of parking 
lot.  The kiosk is meant to provide information 
on the trail system such as history of the re-
gion, trail mileage, difficulty, uses permited, 
general rules and safety, and locations such as 
overlooks, historic spots, and wildlife areas to 
name a few.

Top log cap ridge

Wood shingle shakes

Large debarked 
timber logs

Small debarked 
timber logs

Medium debarked 
timber logs

Rough cut timber 
sign panel frame

Side Elevation Front Elevation - Facing Parking Lot Rear Elevation - Facing Trail
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This is like the starting line for the trail and identifies the beginning of 
the physical trail.  The sign would contain the trail system logo, the diffi-
culty of the starting trail, and the type of use permitted.  The arrowhead 
is a high pressure laminate panel with the trail system logo.  On the back 
is simply “Come Again” or “Be Safe”.

Trail System Start Sign

This sign is intended to queue the rider that it 
is safe to begin trail riding.  It simply acts as 
a starting gate.  The arrowhead pays tribute to  
the native american history in the area at the 
same time reinforces, visually, a spear.

Front - Facing Parking Back - Facing Trail

High pressure laminate sign panel

Trail System Logo

Medium debarked log timber

Metal Bracket Clamp with bolts 
either side.  Trail Difficulty vinyl 
decal

Metal Bracket Clamp with bolt on 
back side.  Trail Use vinyl decals
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Confidence markers are located at intervals along long runs of a single 
trail and reinforce the identity of the trail name, difficulty level and use 
permitted.  The marker is made of one log timber with simple metal 
bracket clamps bolted around the log.

Confidence Markers

Confidence markers give the user reliance on the 
trail they are on.  They are generally placed in 
longer runs of trail where no other wayfinding 
exists.  They can typically be spaced about 1-2 
miles apart.

Metal clamp bracket with trail name

Metal clamp bracket with trail difficulty

Metal clamp bracket with trail use

Medium debarked log timer
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These are directional signs occurring at all intersections to denote trail 
identities, direction, difficulty level, and destinations.  There are 2 types 
of intersection signs:  Major, which generally occur at a change in trail 
type, use, or system, and Minor, which generally occur at typical inter-
sections. 

The major signs are less occurring and show trail names, difficulty and 
directions, as well as destination distances or other pertinent informa-
tion.  The sign is a painted metal sign on a small log post.  The minor 
signs are less expensive and simply denote trail names, direction and 
difficulty level, also on a small log post.

Directional Signs

The intersection signs are meant to fit within 
the rugged style of signs, but also be visible 
enough so riders can proceed on a trail without 
stopping.

Major Intersection Sign Minor Intersection Sign Minor Intersection Sign - Alternative

Aluminum Metal 
Panel with vinyl 
decals

Trail System Logo

Trails at intersec-
tion with direction 
and difficulty level

Destination Points 
and mileage to

Spearhead Logo

Small debarked 
log timber

inter-mtn.com 
trail sign. Product 
B100

inter-mtn.com 
trail sign. Product 
D11 trail discs
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Feature signs are located at overlooks, and points of interest.  These are 
only used where the point of interest is not immediately accessible on 
the atv.  This sign consists of a cut timber post with wood shakes.  The 
name of the feature is routed into the shakes.  To add a extra sense of 
ruggedness a rebar cage with stone can be used to as an accent at base.

The interpretive sign is fairly common and uses 2 log posts and a tilted 
high pressure laminate sign panel with information and history about 
the feature.

Feature Signs

Keeping in the same character as the family of 
signs, the feature signs identify overlooks, way-
sides, historical and cultural sites, natural 
areas, etc.  These signs provide interpretive 
information to the trail user that would be of 
interest.

Plank board with 
routed lettering 
painted black

Small debarked 
timber log
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Using the same rugged log look, these elements are placed at trail en-
trances, and deeper within the trail system at points most feasible for 
stopping and having a meal.

Picnic tables can be fashioned from timber and stone.  A flat timber plank 
approximately 3-4 inches can be used at the table top.  A picnic stand is 
an alternative element that riders can use similar to a bar top.  This of-
fers a place to stand and eat for those who need a break from riding.

Seating Elements

Site furnishings made from posts and lumber serve 
as seating elements generally at designated way-
sides, and overlooks, or other cultural features. 

Routed debossed leg 
of trail with pionts of 
interest

Picnic Table and Seating Picnic Stand
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These are general guidance principals for the construction and installa-
tion of the wayfinding elements.

Prefabricated sign options from inter-mtn.com come in two varieties for 
use on the major and minor directional signage posts.

General Guidelines

Debarked timber log

Chamfer top of post

General Post Installation Metal Barrel Clamp for Signage

Signage Options from www.inter-mtn.com for minor signs

Signage Options from www.inter-mtn.com  for major signs
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Original Spearhead Logo
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The spearhead shape, the “muddy” text, and the 
tire tracks all reinforce the rugged ATV culture 
of the spearhead trail system.

The revamped logo options show using a type of font that is rugged 
and dirty looking and conforms to the geometry of the spearhead.  
Two options show using the geographic location in the spearhead 
and two do not.   One option uses the location as more of a shadow 
without calling too much attention to it.  
The existing logo shows an arrow symbol shape, quite different 
from a spearhead shape.  The two options on the right show a 
spearhead form more accurately.  The last two show no map and 
the last logo shows the essence of the trail system…the ATV tracks.

Spearhead Logo Alternatives
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Original Logos
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The above logos have been revised with slight modifications and are ex-
plained in further detail in the following pages.

Original with Minor Modifications
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Top left:  original logo with modifications uses the silhouette of the 
mountain from the spearhead mountain logo.  Uses the rugged font and 
added name of town at bottom, additionally mirroring the elk gives the 
look of a badge.

Bottom left:  badge-like and uses rugged font of trail name. The black 
font accentuates coal and the mountain profile is borrowed from the 
spearhead logo.  The military green reinforces the badge-like quality.

Top right:  higher contrast option with similar characteristics.

Bottom right: This option packages the high contrast with the rugged 
font, the mountains, and the ATV rider into the spearhead graphic.

Proposed Alternatives for Coal Canyon
Coal Cultured Theme
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Top left:  uses a higher contrast font with town name at bottom, and 
rugged font for spearhead trails and town location name.

Bottom left:  reinforces the wildlife theme using bear claws grasp-
ing at badge.  Uses font often associated with wildlife themes seen 
elsewhere, and mountains from the spearhead logo used to shape the 
background.

Top and bottom right:  two options that package this style in the 
spearhead shape, one with bear, one without.

Proposed Alternatives for Mountain View
Wildlife and Vegetation Theme
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Top left:  is a modification of the existing with higher contrast 
font and uses a rugged font for spearhead trails word.

Bottom left:  uses a sunburst similar to original Ridgeview logo 
and mountains from the spearhead logo.  It also accentuates an 
ATV rider riding across top of a ridge. Uses forest graphics to 
evoke a wild frontier, and timber motif, and the font is reminis-
cent of the lumberjack trade.

Top right:  similar to bottom left but more badge-like in form.

Bottom right: the above elements are packaged in the spearhead 
form.

Proposed Alternatives for Ridgeview
Frontier and Timber Theme
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Top left:  the original logo with modifications including adding the  
blue ridge mountains, the iconic stone face, higher contrast font, and 
the rugged spearhead font for spearhead and the town location.

Bottom left:  the font is inspired from whisky and moonshine labels 
and uses an existing spearhead trails logo font. The stone face is used 
again is this option.

Top and bottom right:  this option plays off the revamped main logo 
with the spearhead shape.  The upper right option uses the original 
grey font, the bottom right uses higher contrasting colors.

Proposed Alternatives for Stone Mountain
Moonshine and Bluegrass Theme
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Left:  A coal mine influence showing the letter “J” as a pick axe and the 
word JAWBONE is as if carved from from coal by the pick axe.  The back-
ground resembles a coal mine entrance similar to the region.

Top right:  the carved word JAWBONE  and the ATV rider are packaged in 
the spearhead shape.  Font is an eroded look and black resembling coal.

Bottom right:  Another option with different colors for higher contrast. 

Proposed Alternatives for New OTV Trail System
Coal and Geologic Theme
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Top left: has influences from horse and Irish heritage characteristics.  
Horseshoes are combined to make a shamrock and the green and 
celtic font reinforce the irish character.

Bottom left and Top right:  Two horse trails can utilize the logo in 
similar ways, only the name of the trail changes.  The mountains 
from spearhead logo, celtic font, and prominent horseshoe or horse 
head is in the spearhead shape.

Lower right:  a more simplified version with higher contrast.

Proposed Alternatives for New Equestrian Trail 
Systems
Horse Theme
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